2020 All State Jazz Band Auditions

Drums

16 Bar Groove
Play each of the following measures in the correct style and tempo

Swing \( \downarrow = 100 \)
\[ \frac{\downarrow}{\downarrow} \] Play 12 Bars Swing

Swing \( \downarrow = 240 \)
\[ \frac{\downarrow}{\downarrow} \] Play 12 Bars Swing

Bossa Nova \( \downarrow = 100 \)
\[ \frac{\downarrow}{\downarrow} \] Play 12 Bars Bossa Nova

Samba \( \downarrow = 200 \)
\[ \frac{\downarrow}{\downarrow} \] Play 12 Bars Samba

Funk \( \downarrow = 92 \)
\[ \frac{\downarrow}{\downarrow} \] Play 12 Bars Funk
Play "All Of Me" beginning to Measure 41.

As recorded by the Count Basie Orchestra

**ALL OF ME**

Drums

(Medium Swing (q=100))

Music by Gerald Marks

Arranged by Billy Byers
Play “Meditation” Beginning to “C”

Meditation
Les Brown and his Band Of Renown

Drums

(Slow Bossa Nova C=104)

Composed by Antonio Carlos Jobim
Arranged by Bob Florence

Beats Cues - Easy

Play 15 Bars

Beats Cues
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Play “Giant Steps” Beginning to Measure 17.

**Giant Steps**

Composed by John Coltrane
Arranged by Frank Foster

(Medium Fast (Q=108-112)?)

Drums

\[\text{Diagram of drum notation}\]
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